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Product Diagram
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Specifications

Wearing

1. Identify the left and right earbuds.

2. Insert the earbuds into your ears and adjust to nd best angle with microphone downwards.

3. Make sure the eartips seal the ear canals.



Get Started

Mono Mode

1. The earbud enters pairing mode directly with a voice prompt “power on” aer

being taken out from the charging case. White indicator ashes quickly for around 10s, then red and white

indicators ash alternately with a voice prompt “pairing”. “SOUNDPEATS TrueFree+ L” or “SOUNDPEATS

TrueFree+ R” would show up on the Bluetooth list, hit it to connect.

2. If you want to connect two earbuds separately with 2 devices nearby, please

connect the le one to one device at rst. In case it will connect to the right earbud automatically aer being taken

out from the charging case.

Stereo Mode

Take out both earbuds from the charging case. The two earbuds will ash in white
at rst. Then the le indicator goes out, and right indicator ashes in red and white.
Activate the Bluetooth in your device and hit “SOUNDPEATS TrueFree+ R” on the
Bluetooth list.

Factory Reset

(Try the following steps if you fail building connection between two earbuds, or between earbuds and device)

1. Clear the pairing record between the earbuds and all of your devices.

2. Hold and press the MFB of both earbuds for 10 seconds when in charging status, the LED indicator will ash red

for 3 times if resetting successfully.

Charge

1. Please charge the earbuds at least once every 3 months when not in use for a long time.

2. To ensure charging safety, please do not use any USB charging adapter with current over 5V 1A. Please do not

use quick charger to charge the earbuds and charging case.



Note:

1. If you don’t know which device the earbud has already connected, please turn

it off, then press and hold the button for 5 seconds until red and white indicator

flashes alternately to have the earbud enter pairing mode again.

2. If pairing device is switched o or Bluetooth disconnected, the earbuds will stay in pairing mode for 5 minutes

and then power o automatically.

3. The earbuds can remember previously paired devices. They would automatically

connect to the last device they have paired before aer being taken out from

the case.

Button Control

LED Indicators



Warranty

We warrant this device 12 MONTHS from date of the original purchase for manufacturer defects.
support@soundpeatsaudio.com www.soundpeatsaudio.com Please scan the QR code or search the link below for
detailed PDF manual :
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